The Tiger Temple in Kanchanaburi province, western Thailand, is a popular tourist attraction, offering visitors a unique opportunity to interact closely with tigers. It presents itself as a "tiger sanctuary," whose tigers have been tamed by nonviolent Buddhist methods. This claim has been disputed by visitors and animal welfare activists. This article confronts the Temple's master narrative of "Buddhist compassion" with a counternarrative of "animal abuse" according to which, rather than being a "sanctuary" for tigers, the Temple in fact mistreats the animals and exploits them commercially. However, even as an animal welfare organization's report confirmed the abuse of the tigers and called for their confiscation and for the suspension of their display to visitors, the Thai authorities granted the Temple permission to operate as a zoo. This decision highlights the profound contrast between Thai and Western-inspired international norms for the treatment of captive (wild) animals. The article examines the cultural roots of this contrast and argues that in their narrow focus on the Tiger Temple the critics have unwittingly missed the opportunity to use the Temple's animal abuse as an instance of a wider problem in the perception and treatment of (wild) animals in Thailand.
Introduction
Shows displaying captive wild animals in "contrived settings" (Cohen, 2009, pp. 112-114) , such as circuses (Carmeli, 1999 (Carmeli, , 2002 , zoos, and theme parks are the most popular venues in which tourists engage with wild animals. The public is particularly thrilled by the sight of powerful and dangerous wild animals docilely performing astonishing feats for its entertainment. But the animals pay a high price for learning to perform those feats. Animal welfare and rights groups have documented extensively the cruel methods often deployed in turning wild animals into docile performers (Animal Planet News, 2006) . Animals are forced to perform what for them are "unnatural" (Captive Animals Protection Society [CAPS] , 2001), confusing, uncomfortable, and often painful acts (Shakman, 2010) , in which "their natural instincts and behaviors are frustrated" (CAPS, 2001) .
Wild animal shows instantiate a fundamental concept in Goffman's (1959) theatrical approach to the analysis of social settings, the front stage/backstage separation: secretive training methods are deployed in the secluded backstage region, away from the public's eye, while their results are proudly presented to the public in the front-stage region. The success of the show depends on the strict separation of front and back. That separation, however, is not watertight. As the media have revealed and criticized the cruel training methods, tourists have become increasingly circumspect in choosing the kind of animal performances they attend (Shani & Pizam, 2009, pp. 95-96) and have started to seek engagement with captive wild animals in settings that deploy nonviolent methods in their training. This endeavor gave an unexpected boost to the popularity of the Tiger Temple in Thailand, which acquired a reputation for its tigers, whose docile disposition had allegedly been achieved by the use of nonviolent Buddhist precepts in their taming. The Temple, however, soon became involved in a heated controversy on animal welfare forums (e.g., Tiger Temple Truths, 2010a). Activists claimed that, far from following Buddhist precepts in dealing with the tigers, the Temple and its handlers are actually abusing the animals, an accusation that the Temple has vehemently denied (Dell'Amore, 2008; Thielke, 2008) .
However, even as foreign criticism intensified, bolstered by a devastating report by a foreign animal welfare organization, Care for the Wild International (CWI, 2008) , the Temple was granted recognition as a zoo by the Nature, Park, Wildlife and Plant Department of the Thai Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. A sharp contrast thus exists between the evaluation of the Temple's treatment of the tigers outside and within Thailand. In this article I seek to show that this contrast reflects a profound divergence between the prevailing cultural attitudes in Thailand and in the contemporary West regarding the treatment of (wild) animals.
The Tiger Temple
Tigers are highly attractive to tourists, but few tourists possess either the means or the endurance to get a look at the few remaining tigers in the depth of Asian wildernesses.
The vast majority have access only to captive tigers in various contrived settings. Since tigers are dangerous animals, the establishments featuring tigers take elaborate safety precautions to prevent any physical contact between the animals and members of the public.
Wat Pa Luangta Bua Yannasampanno, popularly known as the Tiger Temple, is a Buddhist forest monastery, about thirty kilometers west of the city of Kanchanaburi, not far from the Burmese border. It was founded in 1994 as a branch of an older, renowned northeastern temple, whose abbot, the Venerable Luangta Maha Bua Yannasampanno, was a famous and influential monk-a disciple of the legendary forest monk, the Venerable Acharn Mun (Boowa, 1982) . In contrast to the strict separation between tigers and visitors seen elsewhere, the Tiger Temple offers an opportunity for tourists to interact closely with the dangerous animals. The Temple became a popular tourist attraction after it had been given worldwide exposure in a two-part documentary by the Animal Planet television channel in 2004.
In Thailand, people present many kinds of animals, such as fish and turtles, to temples as acts of merit, or they leave their unwanted pets at temples, expecting the monks to take care of them out of Buddhist compassion. This is how the first tigers are said to have arrived about 1999-2000 at the Temple (CWI, 2008, p. 4) , where they soon became a minor tourist attraction.
On my first visit in 2002, the Temple had eight tigers, who were kept in cages with bare, concrete floors and strong iron railings. At that time the Temple did not charge an entrance fee but invited visitors to contribute 500 baht (approximately US$12.50 at the then prevailing rate of exchange) for the upkeep of the tigers. During my visit, a monk fastened a single tiger with a chain to a tree, as about a dozen Western visitors assembled in the Temple's yard. The Westerners were permitted to pet the animal, feed him some sweets, and take photos with him. The animal was completely calm and rather unresponsive. The monk then took the tiger for a walk into a nearby area but prevented the visitors from following him.
The Temple at the time kept the animals without an official permit from the authorities but was allowed by the Minister of Agriculture to "raise tigers in captivity" (Atthakor, 2001) , despite the opposition of wildlife protection officers. By 2005, however, the authorities "informed the Temple . . . that [it] [was] not a licensed or registered facility. However, since there were no government facilities to house any confiscated tigers, the Temple was allowed to continue caring for them on the condition that neither breeding nor trading was to occur" (CWI, 2008, p. 6) . Hence, even if the Temple had been prepared to give up the tigers, there would have been no alternative place for them. By 2010 there were between 50 and 65 adult tigers and tiger cubs in the Temple (Foxcroft, 2010a; Tiger Temple Truths, 2010a) , still kept in bare cages of different sizes (CWI, 2008, p. 10; Foxcroft, 2010a) .
The number of visitors has also increased markedly in the course of the last decade: presently about 100-300 people visit the Temple on workdays, with the numbers swelling to 900-1,000 on weekends or holidays. The tiger display became thoroughly commercialized. Entrance fees were introduced and gradually increased. In 2010 they stood at 500 baht (approximately US$16.70 at the current rate of exchange) for foreigners and 300 baht (approximately US$10.00) for Thai nationals. The Temple charges a fee of 5,000 baht (approximately US$150.00) for a special morning program (7:30-11:00 am). There are also separate fees for participation in a "cub feeding program" and in an "evening exercise program" for the tigers. The Temple justifies the high fees by citing its great expenses for feeding the many tigers and other animals in the Temple, and for the construction of a future "Tiger Island," intended to "include an outdoor area and den for each tiger." Announced in 2003, it is under construction. According to a recent report, however, "the garish monolith that the temple claims is 'tiger island' can only be likened to the makings of a tiger farm, [consisting of ] lines of cage upon cage of tigers" (Foxcroft, 2010a) .
When I visited the Temple again in April 2010, no monks except the abbot were engaged in the display of the tigers to visitors. The Temple employs about 60 villagers to take care of the tigers (Kongrut, 2008, p. O1) and hosts a smaller and varying number of mostly foreign volunteers. Only Thais are at present permitted to handle the tigers at the display; the volunteers merely guide the visitors and control their behavior. The tiger display has by now become a tightly organized and regulated affair; the visitors are shepherded by routine procedures from one site to another. Stringent precautions are taken during the tiger display to prevent accidents. The visitors' contact with the tigers may be close, but it is strictly supervised by the abbot and the helpers. During my 2010 visit about 100 visitors attended the afternoon display: young and middle-aged Westerners and some Asians-mostly Chinese, and a few Thais. The display involved twelve tigers and two tiger cubs and was in two parts. In the first part, the tigers were brought on short leashes to a shaded area and chained to pegs and trees. The visitors were then invited to pet the animals. Singly or in small groups, they approached a cub or an adult tiger and furtively touched his or her back while one of the volunteers or handlers took a photo. The adult tigers were then led, each accompanied by a group of tourists, to a nearby abandoned quarry, known as the "Tiger Canyon" (CWI, 2008, p. 19) . During the trip the visitors were encouraged to touch the tiger, or even lead the animal on the leash.
As each group arrived in the Canyon, it was seated in a concrete shed but was asked by a volunteer guide to get up to observe the entrance of each of the tigers who followed. The last tiger to enter the Canyon was led by the abbot himself, who then sat on the side to observe the proceedings. The tigers were again chained to some trees and pegs in the narrow, hot valley of the barren Canyon. Handlers led visitors, singly or in small groups, on a walk around the valley. Visitors had to take off their hats and all shining objects and were instructed to hold on to each other. They were permitted to pet the tigers but prohibited from taking photos; these were taken by the handlers, free of charge. Some visitors sat on the floor while employees put a tiger's head in their lap. After this, most visitors left the Canyon and walked back to their cars. During my visit I did not see any visitors scratch a tiger's belly or any children sit on a tiger's back (as seen in photos in Kochar, 2008, and CWI, 2008, p. 16) . Rather, the proceedings were simple, fast, and uniform. The animals were calm, letting the visitors touch them but remaining totally unresponsive.
Considering the fact that tigers are dangerous wild animals who can never be completely tamed, the close physical contact of visitors with the tigers in the Tiger Temple raises a crucial question: how is it possible that visitors can be harmlessly exposed to such contact in this temple while they have to be kept strictly separated from the animals in all other establishments? This is the question that started the ongoing controversy about the Tiger Temple; the two leading narratives respond to it in contrasting terms.
The Master Narrative of Buddhist Compassion
The Tiger Temple's "master narrative" starts with the arrival of eight tiger cubs in 1999, allegedly presented to it by local villagers and the border police, who intercepted them from poachers near the Thai-Burma border (Tiger Temple brochure, n.d.). These were probably the eight animals whom I saw at my first visit in 2002. According to the Temple's account, the eight cubs were brought to it for refuge and were cared for by the abbot and the monks out of Buddhist compassion. As the abbot explains: " 'At first, our tiger care was motivated by compassion for the animals. All I want to is to take care of these tigers the best as I can' " (Kongrut, 2008, p. O1) .
Unlike other animals ordinarily brought by people to temples, however, the tigers are by nature wild but were tamed at the Tiger Temple. The turning of wild animals into tame ones is a theme with deep roots in Buddhist mythology. During Buddha's sojourn in the wilderness, the wild animals of the forest came to pay him respect, a mythical event frequently represented in images of the elephant and the monkey worshipping Buddha in the forest. Phra Maha Bua, after whom the Tiger Temple was named, maintains that even at the present time the power of Buddha's dhamma soothes wild animals. Summarizing the teachings of his preceptor, Acharn Mun, in the Tiger Temple's magazine, he states: "As human beings we possess Dhamma in our hearts, in a way that animals do not. For this reason, our hearts exert a powerful influence over animals of all types . . . . There exists in our hearts a mysterious quality that has a soothing affect [sic] on them" (Maha Bua Yannasampanno, 2009, p. 58) . It follows that the tigers in the Temple submitted to the power of Buddha's dhamma in the monks' hearts; they became tame by living with the monks.
The Temple's abbot claims that he feels a close affinity for the tigers. The Temple's website heading quotes the abbot's pronouncement: "Why can't we live together . . . after all we all have the same blood . . . and it's red." The abbot explained to an ABC interviewer: "When the tiger angry, when you angry, it's the same. When you hungry, when the tiger hungry, it's the same. When you tired, when the tiger tired, it's the same!" (Ward, 2008) . The Buddhist belief in reincarnation has led him to believe "that these tigers are To make the tigers harmless to humans, "the temple begins taming the cubs at just three weeks old. They are taken from their mothers and brought to live with humans" (Ward, 2008) , in order, as a staff member explained, "to make them more attached to humans and to be friendlier to the tourists" (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010c). The tigers are fed only cooked meat so they will not see any blood and hence will not attack any wounded animal or human they might encounter. The abbot, however, sees the feeding of the tigers with cooked meat from a Buddhist angle: "These tigers are very lucky. Indeed, they are making merit. They do not have to kill to get food. They will definitely be reborn in a higher state of being in their next life" (Kongrut, 2008, p. O3) .
The master narrative, which presents the Temple as a sanctuary, employing a compassionate Buddhist approach in its taming of the tigers, thus implicitly contrasts its practices to the cruel and painful means employed elsewhere in training wild animals. It is a powerful self-presentation, which appeals to many visitors to the Temple, who are excited by their close engagement with an animal as fascinating, beautiful, and dangerous as the tiger. On the Internet, some described their visit to the Temple as a unique, profound experience. "It is one of life's great experiences," stated a British visitor who declared, "I'll never forget the day I tickled a tiger!" (Malcolm, n.d.) . An Australian exults: "It's certainly a wonderful experience-exhilarating and unforgettable" (Kekki, 2009) .
A female Indian visitor also described her encounter with the tigers in glowing terms:
What an experience! There is always that instinct of self-preservation in one's subconscious that makes you wary of these gigantic beasts. They are essentially wild and beasts of prey!!!! But once you stroke it and it closes its eyes and rolls over in ecstasy you are lost!! I wanted to stay there forever and make a lifelong friend of that tiger! (Kochar, 2008) A male Western visitor reported a similar experience:
There aren't many places in the world where you can touch a fully-grown tiger, but the monks at Thailand's Tiger Temple allow you to get up close and personal with their domesticated [i.e., tame] brood of big cats . . . . Some of these tigers are huge, and to be in such close proximity to them is both awe-inspiring and a little scary. Their beauty is mesmerizing though. I was surprised at how long I was contend [sic] to simply sit and stare at them again. (Mitchell, 2005) My own observations in 2010, however, indicate that at present such excitement does not prevail among the visitors. Rather, the tourists appeared merely to want their photograph taken as they briefly touched a tiger. The uniqueness of the experience seems to get blunted when hundreds of visitors go through the same brief routine, while the strict shepherding of the visitors precludes any individual variation in engagement with the animals.
The Counternarrative of Animal Abuse
The Temple's master narrative carries a message that helps to release visitors from stings of conscience for enjoying their encounter with the tigers: even if they are animal lovers, they need not to worry, since-unlike in other animal establishments-these tigers appear to be humanely treated (cf. Shani & Pizam, 2009, p. 93) . However, cracks soon began to appear in that narrative, as observant volunteers and visitors detected discrepancies between the narrative's representation of the Temple as a refuge for rescued tigers, and the manner in which they were actually treated. Some visitors noticed, rather unreflectively, that the tigers seemed to be asleep while they petted them. A director of a travel company reports that "you are escorted to a sleeping and hopefully well-fed tiger. You are then instructed to sit on the floor with the magnificent creature and the staff rest [sic]its massive sleepy head on your lap" (Cheese, 2010) . Clarissa Ward, an ABC reporter, noted that the tigers were "calmly sleeping in the sun while tourists petted and prodded them" (Ward, 2008) .
Other visitors, however, started wondering about the reason for the tigers' lifelessness and raised the suspicion that the animals were drugged, and thus made harmless, during visiting hours. This suspicion was vehemently rejected by Temple enthusiasts. Ward (2008) says that this "is a persistent rumor that the temple denies," and quotes in its defense the head caretaker volunteer: " 'A Buddhist monastery seriously drugging an animal? It's very dangerous to sedate animals. When they come out from under anesthetic they are very disoriented. They will attack anything that moves.' " The Temple explains the tigers' drowsiness as a normal effect of the animals' diurnal cycle. According to a volunteer, the tigers "at this time of the afternoon . . . were always out cold" (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010c).
As no proof had ever been proffered that sedation is a cause of the tigers' calmness, people raised other suspicions to explain their docility. Critical observers have noted various forms of coercion by which the handlers kept the tigers under control during visiting hours. One visitor reports:
The Tiger Temple staff were on hand to keep the tigers away from us. They did this by banging the ground and shoving the tigers away with tools such as spades, pickaxes and long metal poles. One Thai temple staff member went to hit the ground in front of one of the tigers with his pickaxe, in order to keep him from coming too close to us, but the pickaxe hit the tiger in the paw instead, and the tiger made a small noise of pain and leapt away to lick his paw. (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010c) Other visitors noticed that the tigers were beaten over the head or sprayed with urine in the face when they did not comply with the orders of their handlers:
Whilst in the Canyon, the tigers are disciplined with Tiger Balm being rubbed onto their faces, tiger urine being sprayed into their mouths and (surreptitiously, but in full view of tourists), being punched quickly on the face or the head. (www. careforthewild.com) Several observers and animal welfare activists claimed that, contrary to the Temple's self-representation, the tigers were actually treated harshly, rather than compassionately. An ex-volunteer claimed that " [t] here is a flagrant lack of respect and compassion and certainly no love for these tigers. And this lack of feeling clearly gets worse as the animals get older and bigger and stronger" (www.careforthewild.com).
The "Tiger Temple Truths," an animal activist website, uses harsh terms to discredit the Temple's claim that the tigers "have been hand-reared by the monks with compassion":
The tigers have been hand-reared with as much compassion as a sledgehammer and are subject to frequent cruelty and animal abuse. They are mistreated from birth, terrified into submission, and beaten when they are not "calm." Do not mistake calmness for terror. (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010a) The tight control exercised by the handlers during visiting hours, which I have also observed, is apparently intended to keep the proceedings running smoothly and to prevent any untoward incidents; it thus sustains the impression that the tigers are "tame." The abbot acknowledged that the "safety of the people in the temple as well as for the tigers is critical" (Teo, 2005) . Any severe incident could seriously affect the reputation of the Temple and deter tourists from visiting the display.
In fact, the tigers are apparently less tame than the Temple claims and are not completely mastered by the forceful means of control used by their handlers. According to a reporter, " [T] here are growing concerns that [the] unnatural proximity [between tigers and visitors] might eventually lead to a casualty . . ." (Kumar, 2008) . The Temple has as yet to admit any attacks by the tigers on people (CWI, 2008, p. 19 ), but ex-volunteers reported several instances in which tourists got bitten or volunteers sustained serious injuries from a tiger attack (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010b) .
Some foreigners were put off by the display as a whole, rather than just by specific acts of mistreatment of the tigers. One complained that the tigers were "chained to the ground in the hot, dry Canyon and subjected to the touches of hundreds of tourists each day" (Nancy Staus, quoted in Mitchell, 2005) . A volunteer noted disapprovingly that "In the 'canyon' a chained tiger of any age can be petted over 1,000 times a day" (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010b) . A similar problem emerges with the "special programs," in which visitors are invited to feed milk to tiger cubs; critics noticed that, if the same cub is fed successively several times, the animal will get sick. Since feeding is a popular (and profitable) activity, the Temple apparently permits visitors to feed milk to young animals even after they have passed the lactating age (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010c).
As critical voices became more audible, the image of the Temple was affected: it became increasingly perceived not as an animal "sanctuary," but as a zoo in which the tigers are exploited and mishandled for profit. Edwin Wiek, the founder of Wildlife Friends of Thailand, told the ABC reporter that "'The Tiger Temple is a zoo, nothing more and nothing less' " (Ward, 2008) , while a visitor put it more testily: "[The Tiger Temple is] a piss-poor tourist trap that's not even passable as a zoo" (comment no. 5 on www.careforthewild.com). The abbot himself admitted in an interview that, though not intentionally, the Temple in fact had become a zoo: "Asked why the temple-supposedly a place for spiritual growth-has turned into a semi-zoo," the abbot responded: " 'I did not mean it to be this way . . . . It just happened'" (Kongrut, 2008, p. O1) .
Having been profoundly disappointed by the manner in which the tigers are displayed and treated, some people have expressed regret for visiting the Temple and have advised others to boycott it. One female visitor felt guilty for visiting the display:
That we actually paid to see tigers being mistreated and used only as a means of making money makes me very sad. I feel guilty that I have contributed to fund the Tiger temple by paying to be let inside . . . . I have never felt more cheated than on my day at the Tiger Temple. (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010c) Another expressed her total disappointment in a similar way:
The tiger temple was a complete shock to the system . . . . Wild animals paraded around like toys, not a hint of kindness you expect to see from a Buddhist "sanctuary" . . . Beautiful creatures from the wild caged, abused and exploited. If you care about animals stay away from the tiger temple! (rubyprincess, 2009) Another visitor put it more succinctly: "[T]hese tigers are only used to make money, therefore PLEASE DO NOT VISIT THIS ATTRACTION!!!!!" (Chillie, 2010) .
Following various reports about the treatment of the tigers, Care for the Wild International, an animal welfare organization based in the United Kingdom, started an investigation of the Temple's practices in 2005. Its report, based on information from "individuals who enlisted as volunteers at the Temple," and on formal visits by CWI representatives to the Temple (CWI, 2008, p. 4) , has largely substantiated casual critical observations by visitors and has contested the Temple's master narrative regarding its compassionate treatment of the tigers. Rather than attributing the tigers' docility to Buddhist taming methods, the report suggests that it has been "achieved through ruthlessly enforced dominance by the handlers, who use various abusive practices" (CWI, 2008, p. 19) . In order to "establish and maintain dominance over the tigers . . . Temple staff regularly subject the animals to different forms of violence and abuse," including beatings with a metal pole and a rod (CWI, 2008, p. 17) . Abuse is common even in the presence of visitors:
Despite the close proximity of tourists, instances of forceful nose-twisting, pulling or grabbing by the tail, kicking and kneeling are regularly seen . . . Less obviously cruel, although in all probability equally distressing to the tigers, is the routine of diluted tiger urine sprayed in the tigers' face to subdue them. Urine sprayed in the face is likely perceived by a tiger as a highly aggressive display from a hyper-dominant animal, and so will induce a fear-based submissive response and stress. (CWI, 2008, p. 19) The tigers appear to be treated by the monks and handlers not as docile pets but as dangerous animals who have to be kept under permanent control by human dominance.
The CWI report ascribed the increased cruelty to the growing commercialization of the displays; it claimed that the abbot's management of the daily walk to the Canyon "exacerbates the problem of beating the tigers by expecting the animals to be taken to the Canyon quickly. If the tigers stop, play up or are too slow . . . the Abbot shouts and berates the staff . . . [who then] take a hard line with the tigers . . . . The demands of displaying the tigers to paying tourists appear to override any considerations for the tigers' welfare" (CWI, 2008, p. 18) .
The CWI report (CWI, 2008, p. 10) found that the tigers were restrained to small, bare cages for up to 20-21 hours a day; other sources claimed that some animals spend a lifetime in their cages (Tiger Temple Truths, 2010b) . It determined that the standards of maintenance of the tigers in the Temple are comparatively low and "do not even come close to the guidance [for the maintenance of captive tigers] given by any reputable source" (CWI, 2008, p. 10) . The animals are kept in concrete cages, some of which "had a small area at the back that can be closed off, so that the tigers could be more closely confined, for example during cleaning times. Sometimes tigers were randomly locked into this small area for longer periods. When asked why this occurred, a Temple staff member replied, " '[T]he tigers are being punished' " (CWI, p. 10).
Though the Temple did not have a license to breed tigers, the CWI report claimed that it nevertheless engaged in breeding and even in illegal exchange and trade in the animals (CWI, 2008, pp. 7-8) . The report conceded that "it is possible that the Kanchanaburi Tiger temple started with the good intentions of providing emergency accommodation for tiger cubs who have been rescued from poachers," but pointed out that "commercial interests have long since overtaken these considerations. Subsequent construction, breeding, and illegal exchange activities appear to have been developed entirely with tourism in mind, rather that [sic] to benefit the needs of the tigers" (CWI, 2008, p. 22;  emphasis in original). The report concluded that "[i]t is clear that the Tiger Temple is not a sanctuary for tiger cubs rescued from poachers, but a commercial breeding center" (CWI, 2008, p. 9) . Recent reports (e.g., Foxcroft, 2010a) indicate that the Temple is building up its breeding capacity in the euphemistically named "tiger island." The CWI report recommended that "all photo sessions and physical contact [of tigers] with visitors is stopped immediately" and that "Thailand's Department of National Parks confiscates the Temple's illegally held tigers and transfers them to a sanctuary facility" (CWI, 2008, p. 22; emphasis in original) . This growing wave of criticism directed against the Temple's practices caused a turn in the Animal Planet's attitude toward the Temple. In June 2008, the channel "pulled the story of the Tiger Temple from [its] programming schedule and from [its] website" (Kongrut, 2008, p. O1) .
The CWI report, the attacks by the "Tiger Temple Truths" website, the criticism by foreign visitors, and the cancellation of the broadcast of the Animal Planet documentaries about the Temple all indicate that the Temple's master narrative has been thoroughly discredited on the international stage. However, the foreign criticism seems hardly to have made an impression on the Thai authorities. Rather than following the CWI's recommendations and confiscating the tigers, in 2009-right after the publication of the CWI report-the authorities granted the Temple recognition as a zoo (Dickinson 2009; Pongrai 2009 ). This raises a crucial question: what causes this discrepancy between foreign and local attitudes to the Temple? I shall deal with this question below.
Discussion
It would be easy to argue that the controversy regarding the Temple's practices reveals just another instance of "staged authenticity" (MacCannell, 1973) , in which a commercialized religious establishment disguises animal abuse for profit through a discourse of Buddhist compassion. But the sources of the controversy surrounding the Temple are more complex; they reflect some significant differences between contemporary international, Westerninspired precepts regarding the treatment of captured wild animals, and the generally accepted practices for treating such animals in Thailand.
The discourses of "Buddhist compassion" and of "animal abuse" are incompatible because they are based on discordant religious and cultural premises. "Animal abuse" implies that the abused animals have some autonomous standing or rights, which are impaired or negated by the offending party. The connotation of the concept is broader than just physical cruelty and includes offenses to a creature's dignity (Cataldi, 2002) , as when a monkey is "funnily" dressed up, to be laughed at by humans. Without engaging in a comprehensive comparison of modern Western and Buddhist ethics regarding the treatment of animals, I want to argue that the concept of "animal abuse," as broadly conceived in the contemporary West, is external to Buddhist attitudes to animals in present-day Thailand; hence the criticism that animals are "abused" is incomprehensible to many Thais, including the monks and handlers in the Temple. On a theological level, though Buddhism teaches a compassionate attitude toward animals, it does not recognize that animals have autonomous rights. On the level of popular culture, the principal Buddhist precepts have become ritualized, while the others are generally disregarded. Let me elaborate.
In Buddhism, the fundamental attitudes to animals are governed by the "Great Compassion" for all sentient beings, leading to the First Precept, "Do not kill" (Phelps, 2004, p. xiii) , or ahimsa. Buddhism recognizes that animals suffer from pain (Promta, 2008, pp. 7-8) . Its ethics is "guided by the desire to do the least harm possible to any living being" (Phelps, p. xv) and hence proscribes cruelty to animals (Harris, 2001, p. 246) and even their use in entertainment (Phelps, 2004, p. xiii) . Nevertheless, as Harris (2001) points out, "for Buddhism, animals are some way down in the hierarchy of being"; its "attitude toward animals is essentially instrumental" (p. 247); furthermore, the advantages of compassionate practices "are felt by the practitioner, not by the living being to which it is directed" (p. 246). Compassion is thus a free gift, but animals are not ascribed any right to receive it; "animal abuse," as conceived in the West, thus has no basis in Buddhist ethics.
On the level of popular Buddhism in contemporary Thailand, the compassionate attitude toward animals has become routinized and ritualized; its principal expression is the custom "to release animals . . . from captivity" (Harris, p. 247) , which is widely practiced by visitors to Buddhist temples, on holidays, and during ceremonies and other merit-making occasions. The custom has been extended into bringing unwanted or imperiled animals to temples, which have thus become refuges for animals who would otherwise perish. In the case of the Tiger Temple, this is instantiated by the possibly apocryphal story of the arrival of the first tiger cub: according to the Temple's brochure, after the cub's parents were killed by poachers, "The cub was sold to a wealthy Bangkok resident who ordered her stuffed. A local was hired to do the job, which fortunately he did not finish. And though he injected her in the neck with preservative formalin the cub survived" and was eventually handed over to the Temple (Tiger Temple brochure, n.d.) .
The release of animals in Buddhist temples is a ritualized public display of compassion, an instance of the Thai "regime of images" ( Jackson, 2004) ; people pay little attention to the animals' survival and well-being after their release. Indeed, neglected, undernourished, or diseased animals are a common sight in Thai temples. Dogs, turtles, and other animals can be found, sometimes in large numbers, on their premises, without anyone in particular caring for them (author's observations). Neither does their often miserable state raise much concern among the monks or the visitors. Cases of cruelty to animals in temples are not unusual: in an extreme instance, an elephant had been kept chained to a tree by an abbot for about 20 years (Sirorattanakul, 1996) , only to be shot, eventually, as he tried to escape.
Such practices reflect an attitude toward animals that prevails in broader Thai society. Though most people are reluctant to kill an animal, casual cruelty to animals is widespread and causes little concern or condemnation. A recent editorial in The Nation (2010) complains that "Violence against animals is all too common in Thailand; as a Buddhist society, we must end the cruelty or let others view us accordingly." Considerations of animal welfare or rights have not penetrated the wider society: "According to the TSPCA, our nation tops the list of countries with the worst animals [sic] rights record and sickeningly tortured creatures" (Trakullertsathien, 2004) ; moreover, " [C] ruelty to animals in this country is on the increase and comes in various merciless forms" (Trakullertsathien, 2004) .
Captive wild animals in Thailand are frequently kept in dismal conditions. Thai zoos, in particular provincial ones, are in a disreputable state (Agoramoorthy & Harrison, 2002; Agoramoorthy, 2004) . The animals are kept in small, barren cages, maintenance standards are low, and many perish from lack of appropriate care. The Bangkok Post reported in 1992 that "a consensus [exists] among experts that conditions [in private and provincial zoos] run from poor to dreadful" ("Zoos Degenerating"); they have not changed much since. The first private zoo in Thailand, established on top of the PATA department store in Thonburi (western Bangkok) has been a frequent target of accusations of extreme animal cruelty. It is a notorious, run-down collection of oldfashioned, half-empty, concrete, small cages, with pitiful-looking animals; about half of the cages remain empty, since their inmates have perished (author's observation). A recent article called it a "concrete jungle" and a "hellish zoo" (Doherty, 2010) . The animal rights website Born to Be Wild (2008) condemned it in harsh terms:
There are bad zoos, very bad zoos, horrendous zoos, and then way down the list you get Thailand's hell-hole for orangutans and other wildlife: The PATA Zoo . . . All [animals] endure horrific conditions. However, following a recent inspection, the authorities found that the animals' conditions in PATA Zoo are satisfactory, and they did not order the closure of the establishment.
Such a context helps to put into perspective the Tiger Temple's maintenance of the tigers and their treatment by the monks and their helpers. The conditions under which the tigers are kept in the Temple-and which have been severely criticized in the CWI report-do not differ significantly from those prevailing in many other zoos. This similarity might have allowed the authorities to recognize the temple as a zoo, whatever other pressures from powerful individuals might have played a part in that decision. Indeed, if they permitted the PATA Zoo to operate, they had no reason to close the Tiger Temple. Foxcroft (2010b) has recently complained that the Thai handlers, who are now the only ones dealing directly with the Temple's tigers, "are off the street and have no animal experience in their life, much like all the staff "; they are taught in the Temple to treat the tigers by various "vicious actions." But such treatment accords with accepted ways of treating (wild) animals in Thailand: people seek to control or to dominate them and pay little regard to their preferences or desires. The means of control have been criticized by the Temple's adversaries but seem to be deemed unproblematic by the monks, the helpers, and by the majority of the Thai public. In the Temple, the methods of control are in fact not kept secret or resorted to only in the "backstage" (as they are in the training of animal shows) but are occasionally used in front of visitors. It could be argued on similar lines that the maintenance of the tigers in the Temple, while far from the international standards for the upkeep of wild animals, is not much different, and possibly better, than the poor standards accepted in many other registered zoos in Thailand.
My point in this discussion is not to exonerate the Temple from accusations of animal abuse or to deny that it is a commercial establishment, rather than a sanctuary. Rather, it is to argue that the manner in which the tigers are treated in the Temple, which has elicited accusations of abuse, is widely considered normal practice in dealing with wild animals in Thailand, though it infringes on a basic Buddhist precept. The singling out of the Tiger Temple for animal abuse, because of its pretenses and high visibility on the tourist scene, makes it appear to be an exceptionally repugnant culprit. But focusing criticism on it runs the danger of masking the widespread cruelty to wild animals in Thailand in locations that are only rarely visited by foreign tourists, or where it is expertly hidden away from public view, as in various animal shows. Rather than being a rogue temple, the Tiger Temple should be presented as reflecting and highlighting the widespread plight of captured wild animals in Thai animal establishments. Such a representation would be less sensational but would draw the world's attention to a much more pervasive and deeplyrooted problem.
Conclusion
Revealing ethical faults in another culture is a risky business, especially for contemporary Western researchers. It could be argued that their criticism imposes Western ethical standards upon a non-Western culture, instead of striving to understand the "native point of view," from which the existing practices seem to be ethically justifiable, as illustrated by the controversy regarding female circumcision (Kratz, 1999; "Razor's Edge," 2005) . Westerners, indeed, initiated the critical counterdiscourse regarding the treatment of tigers in the Tiger Temple, which I have juxtaposed in this article to the Temple's discourse of Buddhist compassion. It is important to note, however, that I treat both discourses as representing contrasting ideologies, without fully identifying with either. Rather than bemoaning the lack of understanding of Western concepts, such as "animal abuse" or "rights," in my critique of cruelty in the treatment of animals in Thailand, exemplified by the temple, I was careful to base my arguments on the internal logic of Buddhist ethics regarding the treatment of animals, as well as on voices within Thailand, which combine Buddhist precepts with contemporary Western approaches to human-animal relations.
Suffering is the cornerstone of Buddhist philosophy and ethics, and Buddhism recognizes that animals suffer from human cruelty or lack of concern; though it does not recognize animal rights, it teaches compassion toward animals as a basic Buddhist precept, acknowledged by the Tiger Temple as the initial reason for its decision to take care of the tigers. But the temple does not live up to its own precepts, as indicated by much of the evidence against it. That, however, is not exceptional but accords with the "regime of images" (Jackson, 2004) in Thai society: the Buddhist precept of compassion toward animals became a conventionalized and ritualized public display, even as the widespread cruelty to animals-whether pets, domestic, or wild-in defiance of that precept, is common in daily practice. A more thorough deployment of that precept might thus significantly improve the lot of animals in Thailand, even without the imposition of Western ethical notions regarding their treatment.
